
As part of our aircraft modernization program, we’ve chosen Colombia for its significance as an international export hub, to launch the first B767 in the country as of July 1st, 2019. The introduction of this new and efficient plane coupled with the expansion of our local warehouses allows us to not only increase capacity but offer simplified competitive pricing as well.

**FedEx is taking off on a new B767 from Colombia**

Share your products with the world using the same reliable FedEx service you’re accustom to now with bigger savings and more options for global shipments.

Our new Miami-Bogota-Medellin-Miami flight let’s you benefit from:

- A B767F-300 cargo jet traveling direct to Miami from Colombia with a freight capacity of 41,276 kgs (91,000 lbs)
- Access to the largest freight airline in the world
- Stops in both Bogota and Medellin
- 6 flights per week
- Global coverage, including deliveries to every street in the U.S. and service to more than 220 countries and territories across the globe
- Specialized Customs clearance
- Cargo visibility from point to point through My Global Trade Data
New warehouses in Bogota and Medellin with more cold room capacity for perishable items.

- **More capacity** – 1.4x more capacity to store and ship your merchandise (expanded warehouse at Bogota’s airport and new warehouse at Rionegro airport)
- **Perishable goods** – temperature controlled facilities to keep your perishable and delicate merchandise—such as flowers or food items—fresh until it arrives at its destination
- **3 airport warehouses** (2 in Bogota and 1 in Rionegro) with a total capacity of 7,287 square meters
- **2 cold storage rooms** – with a total of 718 square meters
- 2 specialized **Customs clearance** facilities
- **Dangerous goods** – secure transport and handling solutions of dangerous goods in specialized facilities (both in the air and on the ground)
- **Point to point** FedEx service
- **Custom solutions** – your shipments are as unique as your business, which is why we offer value added customized options.

Freight forwarding capabilities

- Airport-to-airport, airport-to-door, door-to-airport and door-to-door pricing options
- Consolidation, palletization and direct-to-consignee service
- Full-service transportation management
- Custom solutions at competitive rates

To learn more

Get direct and immediate access to our shipping experts for easy reservations and full support.

**In Colombia call:** 01.8000.110.339 or 57.1.291.01.00 (in Bogota)

**In the U.S. call:** 1.800.Go.FedEx

[fe...ext.com/co]